I. INTRODUCTION
large extend, replace ASICs especially for the streaming part nthe.EFP6prject4S I C proposeanenergy-effi of energy-efficient embedded systems. This trend leads to a Jn the EU-FP6 project 4S* we propose an energy-efficient number of challenges. For example: we have learned in the last Ireconfigurable Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) decades that mapping an arbitrary program on a MPSoC is a architecture with run-time software and tools. The MPSoC tough problem; the available parallelism is often difficult to architecture consists of a heterogeneous set of processing exploit. However, for an extremely important sub-class of elements (PEs) (also denoted as tiles) interconnected by a programs, streaming applications mentioned above, we believe Network-on-Chip (NoC). By exploiting the available this mapping problem is more manageable. The reason is that parallelism of the PEs, they can run at a relatively low streaming applications are inherently parallel and that memory frequency (below 500 MHz) to achieve sufficient performance can be distributed. This is beneficial for the memory wall, the at an acceptable energy cost. The architecture, including the energy wall, and the ILP wall [3] .
run-time software, can replace inflexible ASICs for future embedded systems.
B
. SR-SDF graphs and MCM analysis
To map streaming applications on a MPSoC, we assume the applications can be represented as communicating parallel
In this paper we focus on the domain of streaming processes. In this paper, we use a Single Rate Synchronous applications [1] : e.g. wireless baseband processing for Data Flow (SR-SDF) graph model [7] which is a directed audio/video broadcast (DAB, DRM, DVB) and multi-media graph with nodes representing sequential processes time period equal to its execution time, the actor produces one * General Purpose Processors (GPPs) have a large token on each of its output edges. To prevent the start of a overhead; therefore they are by far not efficient enough second execution before the first one has finished, the actor for high-performance streaming applications, can also be connected with a self-edge with a single token. * Streaming implies a very high I/O rate (mega samples/sec) Figure 1 shows an example SR-SDF graph that models a bounded FIFO buffer with a capacity of two data items. In this paper, we present a method for estimating the periodicity and monotonicity. The periodicity property means performance of mappings of streaming applications on a that after a transient period after the start of an application, the MPSoC. This can be used by the run-time mapping tool, to execution of a strongly connected SR-SDF graph will exhibit estimate whether a certain mapping is timing wise feasible. periodic behavior. The monotonicity property means that the We use the following phases in our approach: throughput of a SR-SDF graph is a non-decreasing function of * Phase 1: (design-time) model the application as a SR-SDF the execution time of the actors. In other words, decreasing graph these execution times may only lead to equal or higher * Phase 2: (run-time) map all the actors to an available and throughput. In our models, the execution times may vary, but suitable Processing Element (PE) we label the actors always with the worst case execution times. * Phase 3: (run-time) extend the SR-SDF graph with the Hence, according to the monotonicity property, by applying response time of the actor on the selected PE the MCM analysis we derive the worst case throughput. The MPSoC architecture of our system is controlled by a Central Coordinating Operating System (CeCOS) that runs on performance estimates of the entire mapped application one of the GPPs (General Purpose Processors) of the MPSoC. * Phase 6: (run-time) depending on the result of step 5, go
The main task of the CeCOS is to manage the system back to step 2 (re-map the application), or accept the current mapping. The performance of the streaming applications.
In a single-port memory only one of the three actors can be active at a time. Following the data dependencies, the natural order in which the actors are executed is: receiving, processing The application pipeline consists of 3 tasks, denoted as P1 to and transmitting. For each data item, this cyclic pattern is P3, and we assume they are mapped onto separate PEs of the repeated. We model this task behavior with the SR-SDF graph MPSoC. The processed data items are transported between the in Figure 3 . The graph contains one cycle of length three with PEs by the NoC. The NoC and a PE exchange data through the one token. The token in the cycle is circling around the actors PE's local memory (MEM); the received data items are loaded allowing only one of them to execute at a time. The token can in the MEM and after processing they are read from the MEM be interpreted as a grant for memory access: the actor that and transmitted to the next PE. The data exchange between a currently has the token has access to the memory. The three PE and the NoC is handled by a network interface (NI). The self edges guarantee that actors only fire after their previous communication uses back-pressure. For example, when the execution finishes. Because we only have one token circling in input data buffer, reserved in the MEM, for arriving data items the loop, the self edges are redundant in this case. is full, the NI stops receiving and in turn blocks the next data item in the network. PT The performance of the application is determined by the Pi time that the tasks need to process a data item and by the time needed to communicate a data item between two PEs. To predict the application's performance, all the worst case processing and communication times of the application must CTiCTi be known before the mapping takes place. acces sppored y te ME, w coside th folowig tree Since a grant for memory access is given for the time of acces suportd b theMBM,we onsier te fllowng tree rocessing and/or communicating a single data item this result cases of parallelism in a PB (more options are possible): (1) .~g g g single port access: the MBM allows only one access at a time, isitrrtdaXh os aetruhu nwrsprscn so only one operation can be performed simultaneously, (2) ofteasirungonaPwthigl-rtdammry dual port accss: the MBM cn be accessedby two actor THR is the requested throughput of the application. From (2) it simutanouslan (3)trile prt cces: te MB ca be follows that to guarantee a lower bound THR on the throughput (THl.THR) we must have that: Throughput of sample application (see Figure 2) 
THR
In our case, the Montium tiles have single port memories, so we can derive the throughput of the sample application by C.
Throughput of the whole application combining three inequalities (5). The Montium tiles are set to run at a fixed clock frequency
Thmbiningtheseparate modelsofthewo e application 'nstr of 100 MHz. Hence the actual task execution times are combining the separate models of the application's tasks.
Since in our example the application has a pipeline structure, PT1=0.67 ts, PT2=2.04 ts and PT3= 1.1 gs.
the tasks are concatenated in a pipeline. The throughput of the Any solution of the system of inequalities (5) Figure 4 shows an the NoC. In our approach, we extend the application graph SR-SDF model of an application of two tasks (P1 and P2) with performance figures of the PEs and the NoC. The running on PEs with a single-port data memory and performance parameters (latency, throughput and energy) can communication actor N2. For simplicity self-edges are omitted. be introduced in the model at run-time, so the overall system The execution time of the new actor N2 has to be set to the performance of a specific mapping can be determined at rundelay (in cycles) of the communication channel between the time. tasks. The throughput of the NoC can be modeled with an actor with a self-cycle with a single token. This is largely REFERENCES simplified when the NoC has a predictable performance: i.e. [ 
